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Mine Enemies

What is my real enemy?

Psalm 23:5 Thou preparest a table before me in the presence of mine enemies:
thou anointest my head with oil; my cup runneth over.

sharar – to narrow, oppress, encroached upon

Root שרר (sharar) has to do with rigidity resulting from the absorption and retention
of liquids (called turgor in plants)

Abraham and Sarah: Lessons for those who truly walk in faith

-Individually

Sarai – a person affected by sharer

Sarah – a princess, or a chief ruler (tsar)

Noun שר (sar) means chief or ruler (someone in whom a society's wealth is
concentrated). Its feminine form, שרה (sara), denotes a princess, noble lady or
perhaps a ruling class collectively. The denominative verb שרר (sarar) means to be
a chief.

-Governmentally: A key to spiritual warfare

Derived noun משרה (misra) literally means "place or agent of שרה (sara)." It occurs
only in the famous prediction that "the misra will be upon his shoulders" (twice
Isaiah 9:6,7).
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Jacob: Three-fold dimension of spiritual development, and how to truly minister
with the angelic on behalf of partnership with God

-Power

Mystery verb שרה (sara) is used only to describe what Jacob did with the Angel
(Genesis 32:29 and Hosea 12:4 Yea, he had power over the angel, and prevailed:
he wept, and made supplication unto him he found him in Bethel, and there he
spake with us;). It's traditionally been translated as "to wrestle".

-Dying to self

Noun שרירות (sherirut) describes firmness in a negative sense: stubbornness.
Noun שר (shor) refers to the umbilical cord and noun שרה (shera) to a bracelet of
some sort. Noun שריר (sharir) apparently denotes a sinew or muscle.

** In the Genesis 32 passage, sinew is gid – but it means a stretched place,
crowded upon.

- Name change

Jacob to Israel – one who engages in this for/with Elohim

Wine production

Verb שרה (shara) means to fill and release. Noun משרה (mishra) denotes the juice
of grapes.

Enemy Strategy - Sharia law
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Noun שריה (shirya) denotes a kind of weapon and noun שריון (shiryon)
or שרין (shiryan) describes body armor.
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